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Regis Plans on Entering Little Five 
''Brother Orchid" Presented 
By Regis Players Last Night 
Y elenich Plays Feature Role 
In Year's First Production 
Last night, Dec. 9, in the West High School auditorium ~he Regis College players presented "Brother Orchid," a play 
m three acts, starring John Y elenich in the title role. 
A large crowd filled the auditorium to witness this popu-
lar, Richard Connel drama. Supporting Yelenich in the cast 
were Herman Faulhaber, Bm Crothers, Jasper Jacques Phil 
Davis, Joe Gonzales, Leonard See- • ' 
man, Thomas Garry, James Hoare, 
and Jack Teeling. 
The play brought together 
members of two widely sepa-
rated strata o.f society, monln; 
and mobsters. Most of the ac-
tion takes place in a monastery"";' 
where Little John Sarto-soon to 
become Brother Orchid - is 
found after being shot and left 
for dead by his gang by the 
saintly Floratines. The monks, 
hoving no contact with the outer 
r world, know nothing of his no-
Sitzmarkers Organize; 
Elect First Officers 
The newly organized Ski Club 
consists of forty members with 
the officers elected as follows: 
president, Jim Dolan; vice presi-
dent, Marshall Piccone; secretary, 
George Zinky; and treasurer, Bob 
Hoppe. 
Mr. Max Werminghaus, who is 
an instructor in German, will 
sponsor the club, and also give the 
instructions. He is an excellent 
skier having had much experience 
in this field. Mr. Werminghaus de-
cided to divide the club into two 
divisions: the beginners, and the 
intermediates. 
The club made its first trip last 
Monday to Berthoud Pass. The 
rental of the ski equipment was 
arranged by President Dolan. 
Father Tram·e Lectures 
At C. U. Medical School 
The Catholic attitude toward 
birth-control was the subject of 
an address given by Fr. E. J. 
Trame, S.J., before an assembly 
of doctors, nurses and social work-
ers of the medical school of the 
University of Colorado. 
Speaking on "The Catholic Phy-
sician and Birth G::ontrol," Father 
Trame stressed religion as the 
only motive strong enough to hold 
men consistently to the correct 
observance of the natural law. 
This was the first of three in 
a symposium of addresses on the 
subject. Other speakers will be 
an obstretician and a social 
worker. 
toriety and accepted him as one 
of themselves. 
Jack Teeling played the part of 
the holy Father Abbot who took 
Sarto in and nursed him back to 
life. Brother Nasturtium, an ex-
pug who befriends Sarto was por-
trayed by Leonard Seeman. Thom-
as Garry enacted the part of a 
bewildered novice, Brother Geran-
ium, whom Brother Orchid-or 
Sarto-convinced of the sanctity 
of his mission. James Hoare was 
seen as Brother Hollyhock, defi-
nitely skeptical of Brother Or-
chid's motives. 
The scene of the rest of the play 
was the mobsters' hideout, a 
downtown barroom. The role of 
the bartender, Fat "Dutchy," was 
handled by Herman Faulhaber. 
Jasper Jacques portrayed "The 
Gimp," a one-time member of the 
Sarto gang, who attempted to 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Songsters to Achieve 
Long-Sought Harmony 
Tentative plans for combining 
the Regis College Glee Club and 
the Regis College Choir into a 
single organization with the name 
of the Regis College Choral Club 
were announced by Mr. Walter J. 
Ong, S. J., this week. 
The reason given for the change 
is overlapping of membership, and 
conflicting rehearsal schedules. 
This change will not take effect 
until after the Christmas vaca-
tion. 
The members of the new or-
ganization are: Jasper Jacques, 
Richard Walsh, James Dolan, Rob-
ert Hosman, Warren Hansen, 
Herman Faulhaber, James Harris, 
Jay Lee, Philip Davis, Robert 
Coffey, James Hoare, J e r o m e 
Jacobs, Thomas Kelley, Jerry 
Quinn and John Yelenich. 
This combination will increase 
the membership in the Glee Club 
to nearly twice its former size. 
With this larger enrollment, the 
new singing group will be able to 
execute the more complicated 
musical arrangements. 
The Glee Club will make its 
last appearance as such, at the 
production of "Brother Orchid," 
on Dec. 9. 
Conference Demands Freshman Rule; 
Sunday Games to be Continued 
An application for admission to membership in the Rocky Mountain Con-
ference h~s been entered by Rev. Joseph ·A. Ryan, S. J., it has been an-
nounced. Membership in the conference will mean the enactment of a fresh-
men rule barring first year men from competition. Sunday games will, how-
ever, be continued. 
The application for membership was informally made at a meeting of the 
----4> conference representatives Friday 
Bursar Explains 
Activity Fee 
Big question on the campus for 
many months has been the dis-
posal of the $15 activity fee 
charged students. 
The fee, according to Bursar 
George Learned, is apportioned 
as follows: 
'$5.00 from each $15 activity fee 
is given to the Athletic Fund. 
$4.00 goes to the library; $2.ti0 to 
the "yearbook"; $1.50 to the 
Brown and Gold; and $1.0<5 for a 
physical examination. This exam-
ination is required of all incoming 
students. 
A new item of expenditure in 
this year's budget is $1.00 al-
loted to "Recreational and Lee-
tural purposes." The library al-
lotment has been increased over 
last year's by $1.50. 
The appropriation for the "year-
book" has been decreased from 
last year's $5.00 to $2.50. 500 
copies of the "yearbook" have 
been ordered by the dean's office 
for distribution among prospective 
students. 
Sophs Speak at 
Sodality Meet 
At the invitation of the St. 
Francis de Sales High School 
sodality, two Regis college sopho-
mores, .James Harris and Francis 
Morriss, spoke before an assembly 
of the sodality last Friday. The 
purpose of the talks was to arouse 
interest in a wide-spread move-
ment of the Sodality and the 
Knights of the Blessed Sacrament. 
The movement is intended for 
young men and women of high 
school and college age. It was 
actively sponsored in the late 
1920's by the The Queen's Work, 
and under the guidance of Father 
Daniel A. Lord, S. J., soon reached 
nation-wide proportions. 
Jim Harris explained the his-
torical background and the de-
velopment of t h e movement. 
The second speaker, Francis Mor-
riss, made application of the 
movement to today's religious in-
dl!ferenoe. 
REV. JOSEPH J. BY AN, S.J. 
The next issue of the 
Brown and Gold, to be pub-
lished January 14, will be 
edited by James Harris, 
sophomore journalist, and 
Bill Brennan, freshman ink-
slinger. Editor Kirch and 
Associate Editors Norman 
Brinkhau.s and Henry Becker 
will take a well-deserved va-
cation. 
A BRIEF PAUSE 
FOR S~NTA CLAUS 
Christmas vacation this year 
will begin after the last class on 
Friday, December 12, and will ex-
tend until 9:15 Monday morning, 
January 5, the Dean's office an-
nounced this week. The vacation 
this year was lengthened in order 
to better enable students to secure 
Christmas jobs. 
NY A Expenditures Cut 
For Defense Needs 
It was announced last week by 
tl:le National Youth Administra-
tion that effective January 1 there 
will be a twenty-five percent cut 
in N. Y. A. allotments. This re-
duction is a part of a nation-wide 
economy program occasioned by 
the demands of national defense. 
Indications seem to point also to 
an even greater cut, possibly fifty 
percent, ·in next year's allotments. 
As a result of this reduction no 
new applications for N. Y. A. aid 
are being received at present. 
Those students working on N. 
Y. A. are strongly urged to work 
as many hours as is possible be-
fore January 1. 
night. A more formal application, 
signed by the rector, will be 
forthcoming shortly. 
Application for membership was 
made at the suggestion of Coach 
John Mason of Colorado Mines. 
The reaction of other conference 
members to the proposal will de-
termine Regis' future course, ac-
cording to Father Ryan. . 
Four of the five schools in the 
conference must approve Regis' 
application at the May meeting 
of the Conference. Schedules have 
been tentatively drawn up for 
next year's ·bootfall season, al-
though the spring baseball season 
was not definitely settled. 
Regis has tentatively scheduled 
games with Mines, C. C., Western 
State and Montana State for next 
fall. A g~me with Greeley is 
probable if faculty objections to 
a holiday game can be overcome. 
H Regis Is admitted to the 
conference, according to Father 
Ryan, she will engage in a full 
basketball and baseball sched-
ule, as well as a. round-robin 
football schedule. 
There are no conference rules 
demanding home and home series, 
or prohibiting Sunday games. The 
conference does not permit fresh-
men to play on varsity teams. 
In addition to Father Ryan, 
Coach Sarge MacKenzie an d 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Aviation Advanced by 
Wartime Development 
By FATHER BROWN 
The last war, devastating as it 
was had one progressive phase; 
it proved that the airplane in-
dustry had an important place in 
our economic system. Henceforth, 
it fell into rather an obscure po-
siteion, attempting to convince a 
doubtful public that it was a safe 
means of transportation. In this 
present conflict the victorious na-
tion will be the one with the 
greatest amount of planes on hand 
to justify its claim to supremacy. 
To what heights the airplane in-
dustry will rise after this war 
can hardly be conceived; but it is 
evident that this industry will oc-
cupy first place in the field of 
transportation, with the railroad 
industry and the shipping industry 
maintaining a poor second. This 
present war had served to eon-
(Continued on Page 2) 
Page Two 
College Students Still Isolationist; 
Want American Air Force Kept at Home 
AUSTIN, Texas, Dec. 10.-Young people in American col-
leges and universities, the most fertile recruiting field for the 
Army and Navy air corps, are four to one against sending 
U. S. air force planes and pilots to Europe to help Britain, 
a national student poll shows. 
These figures compiled by Student Opinion · Surveys of 
America, together with answers~·----------------
on the war-declaration issue, add at this time send part of her air 
up to define further the state of force, with American pilots, to 
mind of today's collegian: Europe to help Britain?" Nation-
Interventionism has not made wide student sentiment divides as 
much inroad on the college follows: 
Should U.S. Send Planes 
And Pilots t:o Europe? 
STUDENT$ SAy, 
YES .19.80/o 
NO 
campus; the sourness left by 
World War I has not completely 
disappeared. 
With the U. S. already convoy-
ing and delivering supplies to the 
allies and the experts clamoring 
that it will not be millions of 
soldiers but planes and pilots and 
machines that will win the war, 
this question becomes important 
in future American policy: "Do 
you think the United States should 
YES, send air force ............ 19.8% 
NO, do not send it .............. 80.2 
Paralleling the opinions ex-
pressed above, the collegians an-
swer 79 percent "No" to the ques-
tion, "Should the United States 
declare war on Germany now." 
These are the most repeated 
comments, gathered by staffs of 
the 165 cooperating newspaper 
members, including the Brown 
and Gold: "Send the planes 
but not the men" (Randolph-
Macon), "Not if we are in real 
danger of getting in war with 
Japan" (Florida State College 
for Women), "With the B.A.F., 
they don't need us" (North-
western). It looks like the same 
story as in the last war-but 
why should we die for Britain 'l" 
(University of Texas). 
Seeking the best educated for 
its aviation ranks, the govern-
ment has depended primarily on 
colleges to supply the pilots for 
the thousands of aircraft being 
built. All Navy air cadets are re-
quired to have at least two years 
of college. In the Army air corps, 
of the 8,333 recruited for the year 
preceding last July, only 659 did 
not qualify through college train-
ing. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The above 
poll was taken before the outbreak 
of war with Japan. The opinions 
of college students are, of course, 
now totally different. 
"The Earth Is The Lord's," by Taylor Caldwell 
Before his last battle, Genghis Khan sat upon his charger 
and looked to the four directions and shouted, ''I have the 
world!" At that moment he was indeed the Supreme Warlord 
of Asia. He had conquered the Orient-from the Gobi steppes 
to the remote Caucasus. With his Mongol hordes, he had 
swooped like a predatory hawk • 
across the plains of Cathay and 
then westward into Persia and 
I 
Turkestan. 
From . the time that Temujin 
(Genghis Khan), a youth of 13, 
was made chieftain of the Yakka 
tribesmen, this inscrutable war-
rior followed the only credo of a 
dictator. He believed only in him-
self and what he could do. · He 
believed in force and strength, in 
power and conquest-that only 
the one strong enough to wield 
the sword was deserving of wor-
shippers. 
Around this story of the great 
Khan, Taylor Caldwell has en-
deavored to formnlate a satire 
on our modern Khans, the Euro-
pean dictators. The author's 
intention has . obviously been to 
depict the life story of the 
fierce Mongol as a counterpart 
of the would-be conquerors of 
today. 
But in this attempt she has 
fa.lled and instead, has written 
a novel reflecting a sentiment 
and philosophy more pagan than 
the savage nomads of the story. 
Despite its well sounding name 
and notable purposes, ''The 
Earth Is The Lord's" is nothing 
more than a Twentieth Century 
love story portrayed against an 
Eleventh Century historical 
background. 
Taylor Caldwell has fallen far 
short of her "Dynasty of Death," 
an earlier novel for which she re-
ceived wide acclaim. Despite her 
remarkable ability for character 
portrayal and vivid description, 
this last effort is a sad attempt 
to substitute unappropriate real-
ism in the place of restrictive 
reality. 
The first two books of the novel 
are emotional garbage. Only in 
the last one hundred pages does 
the author make a real bid to in-
terpret the character of Genghis 
Khan. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Waste Paper Gathered 
To Pay for Lunchroom 
The Rev. Joseph P. Donnelly, 
S. J., is sponsoring a paper 
drive to secure money with 
which to build a much-needed 
lunchroom. To do this he needs 
the support of the entire student 
body. The Dauber boys have 
pledged themselves to back him 
in this project. They will collect 
any paper which the students have 
gathered in their homes, from 
their friends or in the library. 
Tons and tons of it are needed but 
every little scrap added to the 
pile will help. The Dauber boys 
will see that all old B & G's and 
Posts are brought to the stockade 
which will be needed to hold the 
waste paper. 
Aviation-
(Continued from Page 1) 
Dear Editor: 
Too long now has the Boarders' 
Sunday Mass been the occasion 
for a type of community sing. 
Sunday after Sunday the same 
hymns have been sung over and 
over, in the same order and with 
the same amount of enthusiasm 
and inflections on the part of the 
drowsy-eyed students who happen 
to be there. 
There is no doubt that hymn 
singing is a very commendable 
way of assisting at Mass. How-
. ever this may be, the Council of 
Trent decreed that there are 
three very salutory methods of 
assisting at the Divine Sacrifice 
of the Mass. The first method 
is following the Mass with the 
use of the Missal. This pro-
cedure is hampered to no end 
when the user is contbmally 
disturbed from his task. 
vince the people that the air is The next method advocated 'by 
not only safe and dependable, but the Council is the "Missa Reel-
also the most rapid means of tata." This is the unison reading 
travel. of the Ordinary of the Mass 'by 
Our National Defense ef- those in attendance. This pro-
forts have mobilized an enor- cedure is being carried out very 
mous machine tool industry successfully at the High School 
and airplane capacity. What Boarders' Masses. This method 
this may mean after the war could be carried out with a min-
would merely be a conjecture imum of effort and expense not 
on my part. But with our re- to speak of the increase in inter-
sources and science developed est and mutual benefit. 
to yield a supply of 50,000 The third and highest method 
planes a year, and with a large of participation advocated by the 
percentage of the youth of Council is the "Missa Cantata." 
the country developed to pilot This is the singing of Mass in 
thes planes, we may look for unison by those participating in 
a revolution in the transporta- Divine Sacrifice. Such a plan 
tion field. Time and distance could be carried out quite easily 
have been reduced to a mini- and effectively with a little bit 
mum; the battier of distance of cooperation on the part of the 
has been discarded; isolated men and would be a help in get-
sections have been brought ting the very most out of Mass. 
closer to industrial regions. Maybe these plans cannot be 
This will serve to bring about realized, but deliver us from 
world unity in much greater "Holy God We Praise Thy 
measure than prevails now. Name" sung at a dirge tempo. 
Consider in peaceful times, the -Josephus Collegium. 
bombs nestled in the hull of ships 
replaced by products of trade; the 
huge amounts of reserve fuel and 
oil displaced in favor of refueling 
depots, with the resulting space 
occupied by passengers. and you 
will have some idea of the vast-
ness and importance of the sub-
ject considered. What has devel-
oped as a necessity in times of 
war will serve as a requisite in 
time of peace. It is possible that 
we have not yet reached the peak 
of our aeronautical capacity-
larger and better planes will be 
developed in the future following 
the steps of our inventive genius. 
I don't believe that air transporta-
tion will ever take away the car-
rying of · bulky products now 
handled by the railroad and boat, 
but we may see all our ex;press 
articles conveyed by the "air ex-
press" of which Tennyson wrote 
a century ago. 
Internals Invited 
To Meet at C.W.C. 
The International R e I a t i o n s 
Club this week received invita-
tions to attend joint meetings with 
Colorado Women's College, Den-
ver University, and L o r e t t o 
Heights College. These meetings 
will take place after the Christmas 
vacations, and will be used as a 
means of strengthening coopera-
tion between the schools in prep~ 
aration for the International Re-
lations· clubs convention to be 
held in Denver next year. 
Dear Editor: 
Regis could be recognized by 
any former student by one cha1'ac-
teristic-the well known and fre-
quently evident discarded paper 
sack containing scraps of sand-
wiches, fruit rinds and other 
scraps of lunch. Every day after 
lunch the old paper - sack - in -
multiple disgraces the campus, the 
corridor outside the campus shop, 
an odd class room, the pool room 
and various benches. 
None of us likes the situation. 
We don't find it pleasant to step 
unsuspectingly on a brown paper 
object and feel it give sickeningly 
under foot. None of us find it 
appetizing to scent the aroma of 
the remains of Antonelli's garlic 
or Freudenstein's Iimburger. But 
there it is. 
And what are we to do about 
lt'l The faculty constantly in 
sists on the proper mauners of 
Regis men-(you know that old, 
and we hope tme--"Begis men 
are always gentlemen in all 
places and under all circum-
stances"). But without a lunch 
room it is next to impossible to 
keep the campus adjacent to 
Carroll Hall and some places in 
the Hall in presentable condi-
tion. Why don't we get our-
selves a lunch room 'l ' 
We wanted a lounge and we got 
it. Loretto wanted a cafeteria 
and they got it. We need a: lunch 
room and why don't we get it? 
The project wouldn't cost what the 
December 10, 1941 
Vox Populi 
Vox Dei 
Corral cost because we have some 
equipment. We have a place. We 
know that people are Willing to 
work. Why don't we get our-
selves a lunch room? Imagine a 
roomy, light, attractive place to 
eat your lunch, a place with suf-
ficiently spacious service space for 
the Campus Shop, a place where 
a man could eat in peace and com-
fort. That would be a step for-
ward.-Bobcap Melcam. 
Dear Editor: 
In the so-called Catholic liter-
ary revival in England, no name 
is more prominent than that of 
Gilbert Keith Chesterton. Because 
of his position in this movement 
he is often, at least by Catholics, 
given an exaggerated place in 
English letters. It must be con-
ceded that Chesterton holds a 
foremost place among the twen-
tieth century British writers, but 
these authors have consistently 
shown themselves weak and in-
ferior as compared to their pre-
decessors of the Victorian age. 
Chesterton has filled the ca-
pacity of refuter to these various 
philosophies which for conven-
ience' sake can be cla:;;sified under 
the heading of modernisms. He 
was the foremost popular expo-
nent of. Catholc dogma. If only 
because of this subject matter 
the permanence of Chesterton is 
a matter of doubtful considera-
tion. Any author who attempts 
to confute false doctrine is deal-
ing with a temporary thing. Doc-
trines of such sort are eventu-
ally discarded because of their 
own defects, and the works writ-
ten for or against them vanish 
into that oblivion which is search-
ed only by historians. 
But the prose of Chesterton 
suffers from a much more seri-
ous defect. While a master . of 
style and rhetoric, his work is 
virtually lacking in what is the 
soul of literature, characteriza-
tion. In his essays, perhaps, 
one gets some of the personal 
idea of Chesterton. But the 
main effect is external, as if 
it was written to fill the space 
in the newspaper covered by a 
morning cup of coffee, which 
for the most part it was. 
Chesterton's poetry is gener-
ally of a more excellent quality 
than his prose. His use of the 
rhetorical and poetic forms have 
produced works of great timbre 
and deep emotional appeal. His 
"Ballad of the White Horse" and 
"Lepanto" with one or two minor 
poems bid fair to outlive all the 
rest of his work. 
It seems likely that Chesterton 
in time will assume the position 
of one of the lesser writers of 
one of the great periods of liter-
ary development. Coming at the 
apparent, or so it now seems, end 
of this development, which has 
lasted for over a hundred years, 
he has occasionally approached 
the ·brilliancy of this period at 
its very height, but as a general 
rule is on a level below it. His 
inflated reputation at the present 
time is chiefly due to his marked 
superiority over the vast majority 
of modern literature. But as the 
period comes into a truer light, 
Chesterton with it will sink into 
a limbo of forgotten authors, 
leaving a line or two of epigram-
matical brilliance to enlighten the 
everyday tongue.-
Felix Loomis Ayres. 
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Brother Renk Reports 
Business Boom~ng 
Forty Hours 
Devotion Held 
In Regis Chapel The number of persons reporting to the infirmary for 
treatment in the first three months of the 1941 school year 
has increased more than 100 per cent over the number of 
persons reporting to the infirmary in the same period in 1940, 
according to Brother Renk, Infirmarian. The diseases treated 
ranged from the common cold to the measles and insulin shock. 
Forty hours devotions w e r e 
opened in the Regis college chapel 
last Tuesday morning with high 
mass and benediction. The Rev. 
Robert M. Kelley, S. J., acted as 
celebrant and was assisted by Rev. 
John Flanagan, S. J., and Rev. 
E. S. Preusch, S. J. The three-
day adoration was brought to a 
close Thursday evening w i t h 
Eucharistic devotions. 
In the first three months of the '• 
DRAMATIC 
SIDELIGHTS 
By JACK TEELING During tne exposition, college 
Perhaps the most outstanding students took turns in spending 
scene in the Dramatic Club's new half an hour before the Blessed 
football players, are more care- play, "Brother Orchid" is the one Sacrament. Hours for visits were 
ful than formerly of even the in which John Yelenich sings appointed by the Eucharistic com-
current school year, Brother Renk 
has had 1,118 visits, as compared 
with 721 for the same period in 
1940. Brother Renk attributes 
this increase of 397 to the fact 
that the students, especially the 
smallest of injuries. "Frankie and Johnnie." John ren- mittee of the Sodality. 
ders the selection in a manner that During the two years Brother 
Renk has been at Regis, he has 
given about 8,000 treatments. 
Twenty-five percent of the cases 
are those of college students, 
forty-three percent of the cases 
are those of the high school 
students, and thirty-one per-
cent of the cases are those of 
the faculty. The rest of the 
cases are those of the day stu-
dents. Approximately 872 per-
sons report to the infirmary 
each month for treatment. 
The most common disease is the 
cold. The rarest diseases Brother 
Renk has treated at Regis in-
clude one person who had the 
biccoughs for four consecutive 
days, and one person who had in-
sulin shock. 
A case of measles was the only 
case of a contagious disease en-
countered by Brother Renk since 
he has been in charge of the Regis 
infirmary. 
Brother Renk has been a 
member of the Society of Jesus 
for about nine years. He re-
ceived his nursing training from 
the Alexan Brothers In St. 
Louis. Brother Renk was the 
infirmarian at St. Louis Uni-
versity for three years. Before 
becoming a Jesuit, he was a . 
research chemist in metallurgy. 
Orchid-
(Continued from Page 1) 
have the now Brother Orchid shot. 
Bill Crothers as Freckles was seen 
as a particularly nervous trigger-
man. 
Solomon, the jew is front-
man for the mob, was enacted 
by Phil Davis. Frank McCabe 
portrayed "Dum-Dum," a deaf 
mute whose limitations in speech 
and hearing were made up by his 
qualities as a torpedo. Joe Gon-
zales played the part of a small-
store owner paying protection 
money to the mob. 
The play was produced and 
directed by Mr. Robert O'Sullivan, 
s.J., instructor in English and 
speech. Mr. O'Sullivan plans to 
present various other entertain-
ments during the year. 
is sure to bring tears to the eyes 
of those who remember the era 
when Sophie Tucker held sway. 
iC 
Fr. O'Sullivan: "Herman Faul-
haber was in my room practicing 
the other day and I think he got 
a lot <>ut of it." 
Pictorial Supplement Out 
With 1 oday's JJ & G 
The 1941 Record, the first issue 
of which appears with this issue 
of the Brown & Gold, is to appear 
in three sections. The second ana 
third sections will appear in Feb-
ruary and May. 
The Record, a pictorial supple-
ment to the Brown & Gold, is 
being introduced this year to re-
Garry: "Now when I was star- place the annual Ranger year-
ring in Elitch's last summer · " book, which was dropped last 
Joe Gonzales: "Well, he'd better 
put it back." 
~ 
Heard in the Little Theatre: 
~ year. The supplement will con-
Seeman: "Water is good for tain much the same material as 
you. Look at lions and 'tagers,' an annual, such as campus scenes, 
they drink it." ~ snapshots of students, and pictures 
Crothers: "Father, shall I use of student activlties. 
a .45, a .38, or a .32 in this scene?" 
iC 
Davis: "Now look, fellows, I've 
played "Chatanooga Choo Choo" 
for you ten times already." 
~ 
McCabe: "Quit calling me Lily 
Pons or .I'll choose you!" 
~ 
Herman Faulhaber seems to 
have had a long and colorful ca-
reer before taking to the stage. 
Only last summer he was found 
at Vail Center making doll shoes. 
He is now known as "The Little 
Shoe Man from Fairy Land" or 
"Our Cobby Cobbler." 
iC 
Jacques' girl friend: "Is my 
itsie-bitsie Jasper weally going to 
be a toughie-woughie ganster call-
ed 'The Gimp?'" 
Parents Meet;. 
Hear Orchestra 
The monthly meeting of the 
Regis College Parents' Associa-
tion was held in the Regis library 
on Monday evening, December 1. 
Entertainment was furnished by 
the Regis college orchestra under 
the directiop of Mr. Edward V. 
Libonati. 
Mr. Joseph J. McGuire, instruc-
tor in chemistry, lectured on the 
history and development of rub-
ber and its synthetic substitutes. 
BAGNELL'S BILLIARD 
PARLOR 
1523 CURTIS STREET 
19 BRUNSWICK TABLES 
J. H. Bagnell, Prop. Denver, Colo. 
It is hoped that the Record will 
prove popular enough with the 
students, so that it may perma-
nently replace the old yearboo.K. 
Requiem Chanted for 
Former Regis Prof. 
The Rev. William V. Hayden, 
S. J., was buried from the Regis 
College chapel on Saturday, No-
vember 29. 
Requiem Mass was sung by 
his brother, the Rev. Charles K. 
Hayden, S. J., dean of men at 
Creighton University, 0 m a h a . 
Father Hayden died on the previ-
ous Wednesday at Mercy Hospital 
where he had been confined for 
over two years. 
Father Hayden was born in 
Denver on May 20, 1896. He at-
tended Regis High School and 
graduated in 1913 from Regis 
College; he entered the Society of 
Jesus on August 8, 1913, at Floris-
sant, Mo. He returned to teach 
Latin and English at Regis Col-
lege from 1922 until 1924, when 
he began his studies in theology 
at St. Louls University. Father 
Hayden was ordained on Decem-
ber 2, 1926 by Bishop J<>seph A. 
Murphy, S. J., Vicar Apostolic of 
Belize, British Honduras. 
IAFEWAY 
has a modern 
Store in your 
neighborhoo.-.......... 
Page Three 
All Bald Up! 
Jeepers Creepers, Profs 
Discover Missing Link! 
By TOM KELLEY 
The case for phrenology was advanced a step further as 
an amazing specimen was discovered on the campus last week. 
It's hard to realize what a pair of scissors and a safety 
razor can do. There was found a cranial structure that would 
rival either the Neanderthal man or the Mole. The case for 
evolution has evidently been strengthened too for the famed 
"missing link" has been exposed. • 
Right here on our own campus, 
too. The sociological and anthro-
pological aspects of this new dis-
covery have been eagerly discuss-
ed by the professors. 
Father Trame of the biological 
department said that "the 
antero-posterior-lateral aspects 
of this specimen's hair-bereft 
skull resembled an ostrich egg 
about to be . shell-shocked." 
Moreover he Insisted that an-
thropologically he doubted that 
this nudist cranium was any-
thing resembling a missing llnl.;:, 
but psychologically clearly Indi-
cated a missing "think." 
Father Bilgery, after examining 
the specimen with calipers, claim-
ed "the pallid dome representPd 
the most interesting artifact ever 
to crown a vertebral axis." 
Father Mahoney said, "it 
looked like an ecological ell-
max In which sparse plant 
growth and occasional animal 
life were striving for succession. 
It was not identical with any 
native formation and leaned to-
wards humbug predominance." 
Consensus of opinion said, 
that "this effect might have 
been produced by the revolving 
door at the May Co." 
Father Brown, after much medi-
tation, said, "It is difficult to 
realize bow much peotection a 
head of hair offHs you until you 
are 'Sine Crina.' It is well to 
rr,:rr;ember, also, that a bald head 
leaves less hair to comb but 
more face to wash." 
Carry on, oh "link" and some-
day may you be a ~zy-
Baton~Swinger 
Gargantuan 
LEXINGTON, Ky.-(ACP)-The 
tallest drum major in the history 
of the University of Kentucky is 
leading the University of Ken-
tucky bank. He is six foot, eight 
inches, Dirk Verhagen, graduate 
student in chemistry, who entered 
the University this year after 
having been graduated by Wash-
ington university at S eat t 1 e , 
where he earned the title of "tall-
est drum major on the west 
coast.'' 
A special uniform 
made for Verhagen. 
Buy it at Ranney's 
49th & Lowell 
Wuzzy again. (Meanwhile stick 
to your stocking cap) Your 
stand can be almost justified by 
the words of the inimitable Og-
den Nash: 
Ba.rber, Barber, here I come; 
Shake up the odorous ,·ay rum; 
Bring on your shears, your "1"jthe, 
your snippers, 
Bring .in your crisp electric clip-
pers, 
Employ a dozen extra .sweepers; 
Brng giant harvesters and reap-
ers; 
I warn you that a bumper crop 
waits 
To overwhelm your shop. 
Regis Plans-
(Continued from Page 1) 
Graduate Manager Lou Webber 
attended the conference. A final 
decision will be made at the 
spring meeting held at Bozeman 
In May. 
Regis will play Colorado Col-
lege, October 10, in Colorado 
Springs. Montana State will 
visit Denver to pla ythe Rang-
ers November 11. Regis will 
meet Western State, November 
21, at Denver. No dates have 
been determined for the tenta-
tively scheduled games with 
Mines and Greeley. 
The application for admission to 
the conference has received the 
approval of the athletic board 
and of the board of Regents. Both 
boards gave Father Ryan permis-
sion to act with complete freedom 
in the matter. 
Membership in the conference 
will give Regis a better football 
schedule. Although four of the 
Cpnference teams were scheduled 
last year, an open date is not 
always easy for an independent 
team to obtain. 
Dick Moe, Mines tackle, who 
has received honorable mention ln 
several All - America selections, 
was placed at tackle on the all-
opponent team picked by Curley 
Thompson, ~row n and Gold 
columnist. 
• 
• 
Page Four 
Movies 
and 
Mosie 
By ED BRINSA 
CHATTER 
Once again musical films will be pro-
moted via the airlanes after ten months 
of enforced absence because of the ASCAP 
music war. Pictures like "Babes on Broad-
way," "Panama Hattie." "Louisiana Pur-
chase," "Road to Morocco," "I Married 
An Angel." and other feature musicals 
of the future shocld get better plugging 
on the major networks than did such 
pictures as "Sun Valley Serenade." "Lady 
Be Good," "Navy Blues," etc., w:hich were 
released during the ASCAP feud. 
Hollywood's musical films' prospec-
tive hit tunes include the "Waiter and 
the Porter," "Upstairs Maid," Birth of 
the Blues," Humpty Dumpty Heart," 
"Louisiana Purchase," "You're Lonely 
and I'm Lonely," "Hattie From Pana-
ma," and "Free As a Daisy.'' 
One of Hollywood's busiest actresses 
is Gene Tierney. She has completed roles 
in "Belle Starr," playing the woman out-
law, and in "Sundown," as Africa's girl 
Friday. Currently in "Th_e Shanghai Ges-
ture," in which she does some sound act-
ing, Gene is scheduled for "Sons of Fury," 
opposite Tyrone Power, and "Hello, Frisco, 
Hello," in which she stars. 
The New Ycrk Tabloid's star poll re-
sulted in Errol Flynn and Bette Davis 
being voted the best cinemuggers, with 
Clark ( candyman) Gable and Deanna Dur-
bin being a close second. 
Harry C. Arthur of Fanchcn and 
Marco theaters in St. Louis recenty 
said that he had no intention of dis-
Continuing triple features at several 
St. Louis neighborhood theaters which 
he operates. He compared triple feat-
ures to the large Sunday newspapers 
saying, "Readers of newspapers can 
read the ;features they lilm and toss 
the rest of the paper aside; it's that 
way with triple features. Patrons can 
cqme in and see all three features or 
two or one of them. I don't think 
newspaper publishers would discon-
tinue their big Sunday newspapers if 
a minority of their readers attacked 
t hem.'' According to Mr. Arthur, triple 
features have been popular, and he 
will make no changes until competi-
tive- theaters stop "giving away 
dishes.'' 
The results of 
t h e exhibitors' 
"Stars of Tomor-
row" poll in Mo-
tion Picture Her-
ald give as the 
first ten in order, 
Laraine Day. Rita 
Hayworth, R u t h 
Hussey, Robert Preston, Reagan, 
John Paine, Jeffrey Lynn, Ann Rutherford, 
Dennis Morgan, and Jackie Cooper. Among 
the runners up are Louis Hayward, Bill 
Holden, Katherine Grayson, Lucille Ball, 
Nancy Kelley, and Ellen Drew. 
DISC TIPS 
With the help of the major networks, 
"Chattanooga Choo-choo" has emerged as 
the leading record of the week. Glen 
!Miller's solid rendition backed by "I 
Know Why" is another triumph for the 
ever popular maestro. "Elmer's Tune," 
also by Miller and Company is occupying 
the second best seller spot at present. 
In third place Tschaikowsky's Piano Con-
certo by Freddie Martin proves that from 
a money· standpoint Tschaikowsky lived 
fifty years too soon. Bing Crosby, as 
always, turns out hit platters, the newest 
being "Whistler's Mother-in-law," and 
"Shepherd's Serenade." Horace Heidt ar-
rangement of the latter tune is also a 
favorite. ~'This Love of Mine," by T. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
EDITORIALS 
A Free 
Press 
The freedom of press 
-much d i s c u s s e d 
phrase that it is-is 
essential to the proper 
working of a · demo-
cratic government. 
The r i g h t of the 
people to decide their 
own governmental 
problems is of the es-
sence of democracy. Yet, how can the 
people make such decisions without fair 
and accurate information? 
The first function of a newspaper, there-
fore, is to provide information. Accurate, 
full, and fair information can be· supplied 
only ·by a free press. True, there have 
been-and still are-newspapers that have 
not been true to their trust. They are 
the black sheep of journalism. 
Time was when most papers were politi-
cal organs rather than news purveyors. 
They misconstrued or did not report the 
activities of opposition parties. Today, 
however, the American newspaper, for all 
its faults, has reached a higher level than 
the press of any other country. 
Interpretation of the news and edi-
torial comment is a second function of 
the press. Comment and discussion 
appear in the modern newspaper in 
these several techniques: the publica-
tion of speeches, statements and in-
terviews; the newspaper's own editor-
ials; signed columns . of information 
and opinion; and cautious interpreta-
tion in the news stories. 
The freedom enjoyed by the press 
enjoins certain duties as well. It is an 
ethical pmciple that for every right 
there is a corresponding duty. So far 
as the press is free, it has an obli-
gation to be accurate. This accuracy 
is the hallmark of a good newspaper; 
for it, all newspapers strive. 
It should not be necessary to point out 
that a press which is not free cannot be 
accurate. Control of the press by any 
agency means that certain facts will be 
suppressed and others twisted and mis-
construed. A suppressed press is merely 
another organ of propaganda responsive 
to the whims of its controllers. -
. The importance of a free press to 
democratic government was recognized by 
Jefferson when he wrote, "If it were left 
to me to decide whether we should have 
a government without newspapers or news-
papers without a government, I should 
not hesitate to prefer the latter." .. Kirch. 
. . 
Dorsey, is rapidly climbing the ladder to 
fame. Another newcomer that promises 
to be a hit is "I See ·a Million ,People," 
backed by "Jungle Boogey," rendered by 
Teddy PowelL 
ETHER ECHOES 
Among the top local radio shows 
is "Meet the Boys in the Band." Pete 
Smythe and Company ably present an 
houi"s worth of the latest hit record-
ings daily from four to five p.m., over 
Denver's recent radio addition, KMYR. 
Pete personally invites everyone to 
come down to KMYR and see the 
show in person. 
For some of the sweetest singing of 
popular tunes on the air today, tune in 
on Dinah Shore over KVOD each Sunday 
at 7:45p.m. 
Theme songs of radio sta;rs unheard for 
the past ten months are back on the net-
works. They inc 1 u de ·Bob Crosby's 
"When the Blue of the Night Meets the 
Gold of the Day," Rudy Vallee's "Heigh-
ho," Kate Smith's "Moon Over the Moun-
tain," Glen Miller's "Moonlight Serenade." 
Fred Waring's "Sleep," aJ).d Amos and 
Andy's "Perfect Song," among others. 
The "Town Hall of the Air," on the 
NBC Blue network every Thursday is an 
outstanding forum worthy of considera-
tion. 
First 
Issue 
With each copy of 
this issue of the Brown 
·and Gold will be re-
ceived a copy of the 
first i s s u e of the 
R e c 0 r d, a pictorial 
supplement. The sup-
plement contains pic-
tures of various ac-
tivities that have oc-
curred on the campus thus far in this 
school year, as well as characteristic 
views of campus buildings. There will be 
two more issues of the Record, one in 
February and one in May, and each will 
follow the policies exemplified in the first 
issue. 
Now to clear up the difficulty that 
has puzzled some of the students. 
Should each student keep his copies 
in order that he may have them 
bound at the end of the year? The 
answer to this question is, very simply, 
no. Each student will receive a plas-
tic bound copy of the three supple-
ments at the end of the year. These 
bound copies will be printed on paper 
of heavier stock and, consequently, 
}'fill be more durable. 
The trend away from the old yearbook 
that came out at the end of the school 
is noteworthy. St. Louis University and 
Creighton University are among schools to 
have discarded annuals. Other colleges 
and universities, includ,ing Regis, have 
substituted yearbooks with pictorials that 
emphasize informality ... Becker. 
---------------~~~~~~' 
By FRANK McCABE 
---------------
Two seniors who will complete their 
requirements for degrees in January, are 
Phil Conneally and Fred Unes. -Both have 
taken an active part in athletics at Regis. 
Phil Conneally makes his home at De-
catur, Nebraska, where he attended high 
school. As an athlete he earned letters 
in the major sports of football, basketball, 
and baseball. Phil also starred in the 
academic field, earning the honor of class 
valedictorian upon his graduation. 
When Phil was a freshman he en-
gaged in all major sports and has 
since been an important member of 
every baseball team. His scholastic 
record can be challenged by very few 
of the present senior class; his name 
has been absent from the dean's honor 
lyist only once during his college 
career. Conneally took the state C. 
P. A. examination recently and as yet 
has heard no word from the Denver 
office. .Phll must report to the Army 
shortly after he graduates. 
Fredrick J. Unes hails from Bernalillo, 
New Mexico, a little town near Albuquer-
que. Two years of his high school edu-
cation were completed at Bernalillo amj 
the other two years at Regis High. Freddy 
participated in baseball and various forms 
of intramural sports when he was not 
too busy keeping up with his studies. As 
a pitcher on the varsity baseball sqii"ad he 
was the victim of a freak accident, break-
ing his arm while in the act of throwing 
a sharp curve over the plate. 
During his four years at Regis Col-
lege, Fred has become one of the most 
popular members of the student body. 
He has shown his ability as a boxer in 
in baseball, as catcher, perhaps the 
toughest position to play on the field. 
He has shown his ability as a boxer in 
the numerous smokers held here in 
the past. Fred is majoring in eco-
nomics and hopes to enter a large 
lumber company in New Mexico when 
he graduates. 
December 10, 1941 
STUDENT» » 
COUNSELIN GS 
By FATHER STACKHOUSE 
Once 11gain the Christmas season ap-
proaches; and once again the world at 
large is prepari,ng to re-enact the first 
Christmas story. Christ will be ignored. 
At Bethlehem, you remember, there was 
no room in the inn for Christ. There is 
no room for Him today in many a heart. 
Has it ever occurred to you that the drab-
best, dreariest thing in the world is a 
heart which on Christmas has no room 
for Christ? 
In this war-torn world, no one dares 
guess what the next six months will 
bring. Peace of heart and soul seems 
impossible. And yet we know it is 
not only possible, but easy, for those 
who seek it with Christ, Who was 
homeless in a cave that men of good 
will might find peace on earth. 
Men of good will, of course, are those 
who live their lives accordtng to the 
principles of Christ; who take Christ with 
them wherever they go, and who refuse 
to go anywhere they cannot take Christ 
with them. Men of good will are men 
who dare to be different. They enjoy a 
good time, but they put the emphasis on 
the good. They aN too loyal and too 
intelligent to follow the mob. You will 
never, to take an instance, see them at 
a movie which has been condemned by 
the Legion of Decency, for the simple 
reason that they are decent. They are 
the men and the only men who experience 
the peace which Christ came to give. 
They are the kind of men Regis is striv-
ing to develop. 
H you are a true Regis man, Christ-
mas morning will find you at the 
.Communion rail receiving the greatest 
gift God can give. 
• • • 
Platitudes for 
Regis Students 
Blessed are they who: 
1. Volunteer for a job and do it. 
2. See their mistakes and acknowledge 
them. 
3. Formulate opinions but do not become 
opinionated. 
4. Play the game; win without bragging 
and lose without grumbling. 
5. Can make a request without demand-
ing. 
6. Are slow in choosing friends and quick 
to uphold them. 
7. Merit pra ise without demanding it. 
8. Are tempted to talk without thinking 
but think without talking. 
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FONK DISTRIBUTES PRESENTS TO ALL 
~~~~~~!!i!ffi·Jumps Gun on Santa With 
Friday is two days off-which means that our 1941 year at Regis 
has elapsed. It is the custom, when a year comes to an end, to 
give awards and merits to the deserving. In keeping with this 
tradition, the Grapevine has a few we should like to pass out among 
our friends and enemies. 
.Freshman Foibles 
By Kelley, Kelleher 
and Teeling 
It has been suggested that the 
freshman class take up a collec-
tion to buy "Diamond Jim" a 
pair of slacks to go home in for 
Christmas. Said Pino : "Millions 
for defense, but not one cent for 
To Sitzmarker Dolan, "one alone," goes the brass ring of the Hackett." 
week for his persistence and fidelity. And if he's a real good little 
boy, it'll soon be diamonds for Dolan. 
To John Yelenich, a free ticket to the Evalona. He's been studying 
the wolf business since he crashed drama in Brother Orchid. What's 
Barrymore got that he ain't-except, maybe, a profile. 
To Jack Brittain, that promoter extraordinary, a Christmas 
goose, which Jack is privileged to distribute as he sees fit 
among his many loyal friends and admirers. 
To Lou Boggio, who by self acclamation is 
rated the daredevil of the highways, 50 points in-
sane driving. 
To Lou Antonelli goes the award for being the 
big noise of the year, a megaphone ... this ·is 
given so that the people on 50th avenue, who are 
just out of earshot of Lou's tonsorial efforts may 
share in his bits of wisdom. (Dauber, you know, 
is something with which polish is applied.) 
To Charlie Meyer-Jack Brittan's address. 
To Jerry Berry goes the award for consistency •.. in 
Hill, when asked what math 
course he would take next semes-
ter, said that he thought he'd 
continue with Intermediate Alge-
bra. (Along with the rest of the 
class.) 
MOOSE NOONE 
-The only thing that is keep-
ing "Jim the Moose" Noone off 
a trophy-room wall is his lack 
of antlers. 
Say, Hosman, what was St. 
Paul's favorite lunch? Hos-
man's Hamburgers? 
WOLF CONTEST 
We take pleasure in announcing 
this column's Annual Wolf Con-
test. Submit ballots to T. Kelley, 
the quality Of his dates. 
To Bill Bastien, the award for the finest hotel management 
'41. To Tom Garry goes the silence award ... this, however, 
tentative. To Walt Kieran, the annual accident insurance policy. 
Room 128. No, 
of Monaghan, you 
is Ortega. 
Hamilton and 
can't vote for 
To Robert Coffee, the Beer Plaque . . • this plaque is 
given to any man who can zig-zag after two five-ounce 
glasses of beer. 
To Bob Hoppe goes Bob Coffee. 
To Mike Kennedy, the Grapevine awards the Grapevine. 
To Frank Newton goes the Loving Cup for bringing the 
life of the party to Eddie Ott's. 
To Joe Kirch goes the hunting award. This 
award is given, not for game gotten, but for ill-
gotten. game. 
To John Waters goes the marksmanship 
award (this award was strongly contested by 
Frand Newton-but for a different reason.) How-
Grant's little case of T. B. was 
romping at the Reese last Satur-
day night. "Some day, I know that 
Jim will up and leave me." 
WHAT THEY SAY: 
Jack: "I Found My Thrill on 
Berthoud Hill." Krause: ''But 
fellows, I don't spend all my 
time in the warming house." 
Sam Kennedy: "Yes but, Peg-
gy, you've been busy every 
week-end for the past two 
months." 
ever, Waters because of his sportsmanlike and Joe Fellows: "I'll moider dat 
humane attitude toward preserving the lives of ·bum, so help me." 
Pre-Christmas Generosity 
By TED FONK 
This is the time of the year when everyone seems to be 
broke which is a good indication that vacation is not far 
off. This year, as is true of any other year, everyone is going 
home to make a lot of dough so it won't be necessary to 
return in that abominable condition, sometimes explained as 
being in the hole. And .of course the result will be that every-
one will return laiden with stories~--------------­
about all the money they should written a book on cleanliness. They 
have had if they had been smart. advocate that a man should wear 
Of course that will be accom- two clean shirts a day. If every- . 
panied by a series of lengthy one in Carroll Hall will follow 
that advice we are sure it will tales referring to the sport that 
traveled along with the departing make the boys happy. 
mazuma. "[!opeye" Timlin wants a Christ-
However, in order that the 
entire vacation period will not 
be a flop we have contacted 
some of the boys regarding 
their requests for unexpected 
gifts. The list to follow is put 
down so that you who read 
these lines may, if possible, 
help these poor gents out. If 
these wishes are fulfilled we 
can rest peacefully feeling that 
our job has been done. 
BOTTLE OF MILK 
Jack Burns, that explosive 
freshman, wants to spend New 
Year's Eve with a quart of .milk 
and a box of cookies. · 
John Waters has been looking 
forward to this vacation so long 
we are in true sympathy with 
him. John is sick of variety and 
wants a good solid diet of eggs 
for a change. 
Hecker wants an argument. We 
sent him to Charley Zarlengo, but 
Charley insists on charging him 
for it. 
Hoppe wants to take nursing 
at St. Joe's but so far has to 
confine his training to the phone 
booth. 
Kuester is looking forward 
to national recognition as a 
boy soprano. 
"Boots and Britches" Hackett is 
mas dinner of ground glass, 
beetles, tree bark, and assorted 
articles of garbage. 
RED AND BLACK 
Fred Unes wants another black 
eye. The last one netted him one 
trim redhead. He thinks the odds 
are all in his favor if he has two 
instead of one. Black eyes, I 
mean. 
Mike Kennedy 
shop of his own. 
could make good 
self alone. 
wants a hock 
He figures he 
money on him-
George Zinky wants someone to 
answer his questions. I might 
add that this is no small task. 
Joe Kirch wants to go on an 
Elk hunting trip and we suspect 
he wants it to be just like the 
other. Plenty of good shots-the 
elk are just incidental. 
Bill Bastien wants to take over 
the employment management at 
the Moon. He has contracted 
with J. Barry and Ed Mullen to 
share any addresses with these 
two wolves for a price. 
Charley Zarlengo w_ants a date 
from Mercy. If he is serious he 
will Hoff to keep on his toes. 
Joe Marranzino wants a game. 
No particular kind so long as the 
old greenback gets a play. 
helpless rabbits has by these merits outpointed 
Newton. Maybe the sights were crooked. John 
is all for the wild life, but restricted by doctor's 
looking for a horse-for back-
Herman: "Speaking of bowling, ground. 
it's the pins that count." "Ears" Thompson wants a date 
Of course there are some twenty 
two odd men about the campus 
who have a diploma in mind which 
will probably revert us back to 
the old hat trick. orders. 
To Charley Zarlengo goes a !Pee ticket to the Gay 
Nineties Ball. To Frank Kuester goes honorable mention 
for this award. 
We hear that McGee's little Indian friends from Las Vegas are 
giving Josie competition. Did you go to New Mexico to scout squaws 
or the Normal, McGee? From the score-we wonder. 
We can't print anything aoout Zinky's systems going to smash 
the week as he spent a quiet week-end in the hall. . . Mention 
must be made of Mahoney's heroism for keeping the Bell-Kennedy 
combination clicking by double dating with Susie's best girl friend. 
Especially after the Zinky version. 
We might ask if Hoppe is to take up bull fighting with 
those discolored hankies. "Diamond" Jim Hackett must 
have been misled by the Regis publicity bulletins. Sorry, Jim, 
but the farmer got to the horses first. Send the boots home. 
Is it true that "Charles Atlas" Jay Lee turned down a father-
to-son encounter the night ltfter the Greeley game? Better get to 
work on those weights, Jay, if you intend to keep such hours. w,e 
hear th!l-t Pittman has to buy razor blades for two. And we don t 
mean any of the fellows in the hall. 
"Pop" Merkl, Station Attendant Johnny Merkl, Auto Mechanic 
MERKL'S SERVICE STATION 
and Repair Shop __ . 
All Kinds of Auto Repa1rmg, 
Car Greasing with Modern Equipme?t 
· Gas Oil and Lubricants - Accessories 
W. 88th Ave. :Wd Fox, Denver, Colo. GLendale 9803 
"SUCCESS IS FOUNDED ON TRUST" 
FOB DEPENDABLE DBUG8-STOP AT 
STAAB PHARMACIES 
4901 Lowell Blvd. 44th & Federal Blvd. 
On behalf of Coffee, Inc., this 
column -is about to de-Claire war. 
Or do you gals hunt in packs? 
WOO-WOO 
Joe Reilly, the pitcher, pitches 
a better night game, but not 
under the lights. 
Extra! First news of contest: 
Kelley reports that Ortega is 
leading the wolf pack by 250 
votes, cast by Teeling and Kel-
leher. 
Doyle's Pharmacy 
"The Particular 
Druggist" · 
17th and Grant KE. 5987 
Welcome Inn 
38th & Chestnut 
HI% BEER 
LONGERO 
BOILER & SHEET IRON 
WORKS, INC. 
8410 Brighton Blvd. 
KE. 7903 
to the Loretto Alumnae dance 
next November. You guys who want 
Ortega & Ortega, Inc., have ments are out of luck! 
Portable 
Remington Gift 
Typewriter 
Grand gift for schoolboy or girl .... a portable 
typewriter. Buy it on terms, as little sh $4 
down and $1 a week. Streamliner features ... 
automatic ribbonrewind, standard keyboard, 5 
space tabulator and many others. A real buy! 
Gift Typewriters-Street Floor 
defer-
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RANGERS HALT VAUNTED BEAR ATTACK 
LEO KELLEHER, Sports Editor BOB HOPPE, Assistant Editor 
®-----------------------------
Rangers Finish Schedule 
With .500 Percentage 
The Regis 1941 football season is over. The Rangers fin-
ished their second straight year with a .500 average. In the 
opening game, the Brown and Gold fell before the onslaught 
of the Colorado Miners to the tune of 27 to 0. The following 
week, the Tigers of Colorado College swept the Regis squad 
off their feet with an impressive 42 to 0 soore. Indeed, the 
Rangers appeared to be off to a • 
poor season. Injuries were numer- The teamwork that had pro-
ous and would-be stars out-
. duced such excellent results in 
numbered them two to one. 
After a hard week of prac-
tice, the Rangers faced the Ag-
gies of Oklahoma. This was the 
first win of the season for the 
Rangers. The game ended with 
the Aggies on the short end of 
a 25 to 7 score. Brown and 
Gold stock zoomed skyward the 
following Saturday when the 
Rangers trampled Adams State 
68 to 0. The squad had cer-
tainly changed since tl;le opening 
game. Gone were the would-be 
stars and the glory grabbers, 
and in their place was a eleven-
man unit. 
former games had disappeared: 
as a consequence an easy win 
was turned into a humiliating 
defeat. The Rangers in this 
game outgained their opponents 
5 to 1, but didn't have the spark 
in the pinches. 
After a week of bruising prac-
tice, the Rangers took the field 
against the Bears of Greeley 
State. The Bears were second in 
the Rocky Mountain Conference, 
and were determined that the 
Regis would not repeat their per• 
formance of 1940. The score at 
the end of the game was 13 to 0. 
The Rangers devisively outgained 
and outplaye<'t their opponents; 
The Regis squad, and coaches 
Sarge, MacKenzie and John Mc-
Gee, deserve credit for a thrilling 
BACKFIELD ACES 
JOE BRANDIGER 
DOUG SHOULDICE 
St. Mary's of Texas was next on 
the schedule. Up to this point in 
their season they had been un-
beaten and unscored upon and 
this game would be a real test for 
the Rangers. Although Regis lost 
to the Rattlers of San Antonio 
20 to 13, they displayed a brand 
of ball that was new to the Rocky 
Mountain region. Six days later, 
the Regis gridders traveled to 
Gunnison to meet the Crimson 
and Grey clad warriors of West-
ern State. The Mountaineers, even 
though they played courageous 
ball, wound up with a 21 to 6 
decision again.st them. 
season. They showed an ability Joe Brandiger and Doug Shoul-
to knit together a team from the 
remnants of the Mines and C. C. dice starred in the Regis victory 
The season began to look rosy, 
the first two games had been 
forgotten, and the Rangers look-
ed ahead to a victory over the 
Cowboys of New Mexico High-
lands University. The Rangers 
lost, 13 to 12. Once again the 
team consisted of eleven men. 
Cagers Split Series 
With Lowry Eagles 
The Regis first and second 
basketball teams split a double 
header with two Lowry Field 
teams, on Friday, Dec. 5. The 
Ranger reserves trounced the 
Lowr ysecond team 41-8, while 
first team was edged out by a 
margin of four buckets, 38-30. 
Outstanding for the second 
team, were Walt Kieran, who 
hit the hoop for a total of 20 
points, and Bob Hoppe, who 
kept both the bankboards clear-
ed of rebounds. Guards Bran-
diger and Jacques held the sol-
diers to eight points. 
The Lowwry first squad, aver-
aging over six feet two in height, 
controlled the rebounds and held 
the Regis forwards practically 
scoreless. 
defeats, which rose to deserved over the teachers of Greeley 
fame in the Rocky Mountain State. Both are sophomores and 
Region. will be back next year. 
~.................. ...... .......................................... ~ ................ ~ ............ ~ ......... ~ .................. "'¥""'¥" 
COACH'S CORNER 
~~~~~~ By SARGE MacKENZIE~~~~~ 
Now that the 1941 football million.-and-one run of the mill 
season belongs to the archives and 
nothing concerning it now re-
mains to be done other than to 
hold the football banquet and 
award the letters, this is a fitting 
time to bestow a few words of 
praise to the "heroes in rear" who 
have served Regis not as conspicu-
ously but as faithfully as any 
player on the field. 
Former college stars, taking 
the big step from . college to 
professional football, long and 
loudly lament the absence of 
the ones taken for granted in 
the days gone by,-the faithful, 
long-suffering managers. We at 
Regis have been particularly 
fortunate in having a fine man-
agerial department. Ev Bailey 
-ably assisted by John Lang-
don, himself a hard-working 
manager of other years who has 
not entirely eschewed the form-
er role in. donning his game 
jersey, has handled the man-
agerial duties in a most praise-
worthy m a n. n. e r • Confronted 
with innumerable tasks and the 
vexations which plague every 
football manager, Ev gave the 
job everything he had and came 
through with flying colors. No 
small part of this year's foot-
ball success has been due to 
the quiet industry of Ev Bailey, 
an efficient man in every way. 
Hard on the heels of football 
comes boxing. Already the padded 
mitts are flying with collegiate 
fervor and the Mittmen of 1942 
are preparing themselves to carry 
on the fine tradition inaugurated 
last year. Speaking of boxing re-
minds us of Walt Springs, a real 
fighting Ranger, now stationed-at 
Camp Wolters, Texas. Don't for-
get him at Christmas time. Drop 
him a card and let him know that 
Regis remembers. Likewise, Knob-
by Walsh, stationed at Chanute 
Field, Rantoul, Illinois, is another 
Regis man who will appreciate a 
word from the boys in Carroll 
Hall. Don't put it off. Sit down 
now and say hello to these two-
as gallant a pair of lads as ever 
wore the Brown and Gold. 
Sarge's Charges Close Season 
· With Win Over Greeley Teachers 
On November 22, the Regis Rangers gave the Greeley 
Tachers another dose of football play which left the Bears 
on the tail end of a 13 to 0 score. The Rangers outplayed and 
outthought the Greeley eleven and handed them a physical 
as well as a 13-point beating. 
The Rangers scored both times as the climax of two great 
marches down the field. The game • , 
was fE:atured by a hard-running and snagged two important passes 
Regis attack and a stellar line de- for the Rangers. 
fense that held Greeley to less 
than 30 yards on rushing. 
The Regis pass defense, which 
had slumped against New Mex-
ico Highlands, was a little loose 
in. the first half, but air tight 
in the second. Scherer, Shoul-
dice and McClain were outstand-
ing on pass defense. McClain, 
a guard, was shifted to the back-
field in · the second half, and 
Don Kelley joined the stone-
wallers in the line for the Regis 
defensive formation. . 
The tackles McNulty and Cas-
tor really impressed the Bears 
as being "Big Ed" and "Big 
Joe" by swarming all over the 
Greeley ground attack and open-
ing holes in the line that a blind 
man could hit. They took turns 
with Sankey and McClain at 
being the fifth man in the Bear 
backfield. 
Rudi Sankey, captain of the 
Ranger eleven, played his. last 
game for the Rangers and made 
it one of the best of his entire 
-two seasons of starring line play. 
After the game he asked the 
"Molly" Callen, the singing cen-
ter, who was· probably the most 
consistent performer f o r the 
Rangers throughout the season, 
played his usual capable game--
a game that isn't spectacular 
enough to impress the stands but 
always manages to impress the 
opposition. 
boys, "some day when the going 
is tough and things look bad tor 
the Rangers" to "go out there 
and win one for the 'Sanker.' " 
Coaches MacKenzie and Me-
Gee are to be congratulated on 
the 1941 Ranger eleven, who 
started so badly and iinproved 
to the peak reached when they 
beat the R.M.C. near-champs, 
the Bears of Greeley Teachers 
College, and the conquerors of 
our ;first game opponents, the 
Miners. 
Don Kelly played his best 
game of the season at half, 
quarterback and d e f e n s i v e 
guard. 'He was a consi~tent 
gainer and fine lineman and led 
the interference on almost every 
play. It was the blocking which 
was the difference between the 
Greeley fracus and those which 
the Rangers lost throughout the 
season. 
Doug Shouldice led the Ranger 
running attack. On one drive for 
the touchdown he carried the ball 
almost singlehanded an average 
of 25 years per crack. His 
speed and power were more than 
too much for the Bears. Jack 
Scherer blocked and ran with the 
fury of a 200-pounder. He did 
everything that was expected of 
him and did it all well. Joe Bran-
diger and Ev Stuart gave the 
fans a preview of two of the 
hardest running and trickiest full-
backs that the Sarge will put on 
the field next year. 
Some of the best end play of 
the season by DeCanio and New-
ton kept the Greeley passing at-
tack back so far on its heels that 
the passes were losing 15 yards at 
a time. The Bear backfield didn't 
manage to get around . either end 
more than twice all day. DeCanio 
also came through with a couple 
of long gains on end around plays 
New Drapes Complete 
Chapel Improvements 
The improvements on the side 
altars in the Student's Chapel in 
the Administration Building have 
been completed. New red velour 
drapes, much like those which 
provide a background for the 
main altar, have been installed, 
through the generosity of Mrs. 
Edward T. Gibbons, mother of the 
Rev. J. J. Gibbons, S. J., of the 
college faculty. 
Mrs. E. W. Connell, mother of 
Mr. Raymond Connell, S. J., who 
will be ordained next June, donat-
ed the oak wall brackets on which 
new acquired statues stand. 
A banquet to conclude the grid 
season will be held at the Broad-
moor Thursday night. The banquet 
will be attended by Coaches Mac-
Kenzie and McGee, as well as by 
radio and newspaper sports com-
mentators. Members of the '41 
Ranger football squad will be 
honor guests. 
Cella-men Face 
Difficult Schedule 
The Regis Rangers, who opened 
their basketball season last week-
end against the Lowry Field 
soldiers have eleven more games 
definitely on the schedule and 
four more tentative dates so far. 
They play Mines, C o 1 o r a d o 
College, Western State and Chad-
ron, (all of whom defeated the 
Brown and Gold quintet last year) 
plus these new opponents: Adams 
State and Ft. Warren and possibly 
Greeley and New Mexico High~ 
lands. 
The schedule follows: 
Dec. 5--Lowry Field-here. 
6-Lowry Field-here. 
Jan. 9--Colorado College--here. 
10-Colorado College--there. 
16-Colorado Mines-there. 
17-Colorado Mines-here. 
SO-Adams State--there. 
31-Adams State--there. 
Feb. 8-Ft. Warren-here. 
9-Ft. Warren-here. 
18-Western State--there. 
14-Western State--there. 
20-Chadron-there. 
21--Chadron. 
tentative (2 games) Greeley State 
(2 games) New Mexico 
IDghlands. 
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By JOHN THOMPSON 
The Rangers have come a long way since last September. The 
boys we saw in that final fray against Greeley would hardly be 
recognized as the same fellows that trod the turf against the Miners 
last fall. Yet, in this changed bundle of beef there is still the fighting 
heart that was there in the beginning, the same spirit and really the 
same outfit of swell fellows that. took up the pen to enroll. They 
are really not so different, only a little wiser and leaner. 
It was a tough trail these Rangers rode the past three 
months, and out of the melee came a star studded banner 
bearing such names as Callen, DeCanio, Newland, Sankey, 
Shouldice and others. 
Yet, in my mind, there is one name which could easily have 
been riding the winds. There may be only 150 lbs. packed into a 
51 6" frame but it is 150 lbs. of mighty rough material. From this 
mite came some of the most vicious tackling and blocking seen this 
season, as some of the boys who happened to be on the receiving end 
will assure you. 
A shifty runner and a boy who can punt with the best 
of -them. In "Little" Jerry Malone, Regis practically passed 
up one of the best triple threat men in the section. Maybe 
he was behind the water bucket when the coach looked 
around for a good. re-
placement. Yet no 
credit can. be taken 
from "Sarge" who 
turned in a sterling 
performance. To him 
go the congratula.tions 
of this column. 
To Coach Hancock of 
Greeley, the boys he prom-
ised "to run out of Denver" 
send their condolences and 
hope he will be interested 
Here are a few of the reasons the Rangers . ran into some dif-
ficulties this year. In fact these seem to be about the eleven best 
reasons. 
I.e.-Whitley -----------------.-------St. Mary's l.t.-Moe ______________________________ Mines 
!.g.-Hatch --------------------------Western State 
c.-Carter -------------------------- --St. Mary's 
r.g.-Miller __________ __ __ ____________ c. C. 
r.t.-Vidokovich __________________ Greeley 
r.e.-Gabitch ----------------------St. Mary's q.b.-Severson ___ ___________ ______ New Mex. Highlands 
h.b.-Sandig ___ _____________________ st. Mary's 
h.b.-Schuler ________ ___ ___________ c. C. 
f . b.-Rogers ______ __________________ Mines 
, I 
Well, except for the bowl teams, the gear is stowed for another 
year. It was really a great season with numerous upsets. The 
schedules of all the major teams were plenty tough and with these 
nine and ten-game slates, the undefeated teams are getting fewer 
than the jokes in "First Floor Gleanings!" 
Minnesota by going through the toughest schedule in the 
country with an. unblotted record easily rates the nod as the 
No. 1 team in the nation, and "The Irish" of Notre Dame 
follow close behind. Even with so few teams failing to 
stumble somewhere along the circuit, it doesn't mean there 
aren't still some great teams who dropped from .the honor 
roll on an "off day." For example, Fordham, Texas U., 
Texas A & M, Navy and others. 
Out of the North, South, East, and West pour new stars by 
the dozens, in addition to the All-Americans of a year ago. It is 
of course almost impossible to name the eleven best, but we will 
try as many others have. 
I.e.-Bob Dove _____ _____ ___ ____ ___ Notre Dame 
l.t.-Bob Reinhard __ ___ _______ __ Cal. U. 
!.g.-Martin Ruby ---------- ------Tex. A & M 
c.-Darrold Jenkins ___ _____ ___ _ Mo. U. 
r .g.-Endicott Peabody ___ ____ _ Harvard 
r.t .-Alf Bauman ___ ________ _____ Northwestern 
I.e.-Mal Kutner -----------------Tex. U. 
c. b.-Bill Dudley ------------------Virginia 
h.b.-Frank Sinkwich __________ Georgia 
h. b.-Bruce Smith _____________ ___ Minnesota 
f.b .-Steve Filipowicz _____ _____ Fordham 
This is a big fast team, with every spot occupied by a 
man who has proved himself in many a tussle. What more 
need to be said of such a team, or for football in general 'l 
So with this we stow our football gear for another year and 
hurry to the hardboa~s for a quick glance at Coach Cella's 
proteges. 
There isn't much information for us here though as yet. Cella 
is doing a great job with a gang of green kids who are assimilating 
many words of wisdom and showing marked improvement as the 
days pass. They are coming on fast and should be_ in great shape 
to open against the "men of the Air'' from Lowry this week-end. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
MEET THE 
RANGERS 
By GEORGE ZINKY 
Phil "Molly" Callen, who was 
recently honored in the Denver 
Post as the central cog in the 
Regis football machine, is consid-
ered one of the best line backers 
and the greatest offensive center 
in the Rocky Mountain Region. 
Phil is 5 1 11", weighs 190 pounds, 
is powerfully built and is the cen-
tral figure in the spirit of the 
team. 
MARQUETTE HIGH GRAD 
Molly is a Milwaukee boy who 
attended Marquette High School; 
he was a great athlete, scholar, 
and was well liked by everyone. 
He participated in football, bas-
ketball and track. He captained 
the football and the track teams, 
was awarded all-parochial in foot-
ball, and was given an award as 
the most valuable m an to his team 
in his senior year. As a senior, 
he was vice-president of his class, 
received the Scholastic and Ath-
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Ashen Picks All-Star 
Intramural T earn 
An. all star intramural team name was a unanimous choice for 
has been selected by George the Quarter Back spot. 
Ashen, director of intramural Running Back 
athletics. The All-Stars were This, I believe, was the hardest 
chosen from members of the teams position to pick. Both Ted Kemme 
playing in the day student's and Joe Marranzino were stellar 
backs. Both these men were hard 
league. runners and good passers. They 
The value of individual play, showed themselves to be good 
value of the player to the team, team men, but there was one 
FIRST TEAM: 
Oenter-Fran.k McCabe ..... ..... Six Old Men, Senior .... 5' 10" 160 lbs. 
R End-L. Lascor .................... The Team, Senior ...... 5' 8" 150 
L End-H. Becker -- ---------- -- ------The Team, Junior ..... . 61 3" 205 
Blocking Back--J. Paulson ...... Pom Poms, Junior .... 6' 197 
Running Back-T. Kemme ...... Phantoms, Freshman 6' 165 
Quarter .Back-F. Ford ............ Pom Poms, Sophomore 5110" 162 
SECOND TEAM: 
Center-F. Kuester .................. T. T. Senior 
R. End-T. Simms .................. P. P. Freshman 
L. End-E. Boyle ............... ..... P. P. Freshman 
Blocking Back--J. Kilpatrick .. P. P. Freshman 
Running Back-J. Marranzino T. T. Senior 
Quarter Back-P. CQursey ...... Phantoms Freshman 
letic Award, and graduated with Honorable Mention: 
a classical diploma. He also fig- Backs-M. Lascor, Mullen, (T. T.); J. Yelenick, (C. C.); J, 
ured in Oratorical activities. Coursey, Magor, Masterson, (Six Old Men); Scheimah, 
MAKES TOUCHDOWN 
In his two years at Regis 
College, Phil has displayed a 
great brand of football at the 
key position of center. Phil 
says that his greatest thrill in 
football was intercepting a pass 
and running it back for a touch-
down. Molly is working for a 
PHIL CALLAN 
Ph.B., major in history and 
plans to be either a coach or a 
mortician.. 
In the line of hobbies, Phil's 
specialities are sports, popular 
musical recordings by such bands 
as Jimmy Dorsey and Dick Jur-
gens. In the classical vein (as 
stated above, Phil graduated with 
a classical diploma) he enjoys 
(Continued on Page 8) . 
WELCOME RANGERS 
Bll..LY'S INN 
& 
RANGEVIEW SERVICE 
STATION 
44th & Lowell 
BOWL AT 
COLFAX LANES 
12 Ultra Modern 
Bowling Lanes 
Fred Gushurst MA. 9844 
Meet Your Friends 
at 
THE FAMOUS 
1615 Welton 
Berardinl, (Bums) 
Linemen: C. Zarlengo, (T. T.); J. Simms (Bums); Boggio (C. C.); 
Colleton (Six Old Men). 
• and the way in which the player I advanta~e that Kem~e h~d over 
conducted himself on the field Marranzmo, and that 1s hlS value 
were among the considerations to the team he played with. Mar-
ranzino, despite his abilities was 
. influencing the choices. not the pot of gold that Kemme 
was to the Phantoms. Without Quarter Back 
Frank "Put" Ford led the back - his play, the Phantoms would be 
field prospects. In his signal call- at the bottom of the standings. 
ing he showed himself to be an . Time and again Kemme's running 
able field general. Among his pulled his club out of the hole. 
opponents you could hear it Blocking Back 
said on the eve of the game with Joe Paulson was by far the 
the "Pom-Poms" "Watch that best blocker in the entire league. 
Ford, he can catch anything," and When big Joe blocked, it was 
so he could. His kicking was ex- with all his h e a r t , and his 
cellent, he often threw opponents objective usually felt the wrath 
back against their q.wn goal with of his vicious blocking. What is 
his coffin corner punts. Ford, more, Joe, big as he was and 
among his other accomplishments rough as he was, always conducted 
led the league in scoring. His (Continued on Page 8) 
.for the 
HOLIDI 
Burlington offers fine fast train SP.tvice that allows 
you extra precious hours with the folks at home. 
Three Fine Trains Daily 
From DENVER to CHICAGO 
DENVER ZEPHYR ; a 1 1 4:00 pm 
EXPOSITION FLYER 12:15 pm 
THE ARISTOCRAT 8:00 pm 
Through chair cars and Pullmans daily to Kansas City and 
St. Louis on the Missouri Flyer, leaving Denver 4:05 P.M. 
LOW ROUND TRIP FAR=:S NOW IN EFFECT 
to all parts of the country 
For complete travel information, 
reservations, etc., consult 
BURLINGTON TRAVEL BUREAU 
17th & Champa, Denver Ph. Keystone 1123 
-OR-
Union Station Ph. Tabor 2201 
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Pom-Poms Tie The Team 
In Intramural Finals 
As the long shadows crept over the Regis stadium and 
the sun sank beneath the western hills, two teams fought to 
a deadlock for the Regis College championship. "The Team" 
and the "Pom-Poms" each scored once in the second half of 
the game, each attempted desperately to break the tie in the 
last seconds by some brilliant passing. After the contest was 
over, several men oin both teams • 
stood out in the afternoon of play. game, and all contributed to finish 
For the "Pom-Poms" there were a splendid season of play. 
The first half was featured 
Frankie Ford, Bill Kemme, and by a splendid attack by both 
Eddie Boyle. For "The Team" Joe 
Marranzino, Leon Lascar, and 
Henry Becker, were the lumi-
clubs which in the center of 
the field netted fine gains which 
were always stopped In the 
naries. However, the entire ros- shadows of the opponent's goal. 
"The Team" lost a wonderful 
ter of each team played a fine opportunity to score when Las-
Rangers-
cor muffed a well-aimed pass to 
him in the end zone. The "Pom-
Poms" completed some fine 
passes but could not push one 
over. (Continued from Page 7) 
The second half was filled with 
such masters of composition as fight from b o t h teams. "The 
Beethoven and Stokowski. He is Team" took t:ne kickoff and sev-
president of the Hunt ·club. eral plays later on a pass from 
"Big" Don Kelley, of Endicott, Marranzino to- Lascor, scored 
Nebraska, weighs 200 pounds and their touchdown. Their lead was 
stands 51 10". Don is one of the short-lived however, for after th~ 
most talented and versatile backs 
that Regis College has ever had. 
He can punt, run and pass and 
is also a deadly line backer and 
a precise blocker. This year Don 
was outstanding in games against 
St. Mary's, Highlands and Greeley 
and played consistently through-
out the year whenever he was in 
the game for the Rangers. 
DON KELLEY 
At Regis, Don has lettered in 
football, basketball and base-
ball and is outstanding in each 
sport. Don considers these as 
his two greatest thrills: receiv-
ing a lateral in the end zone and 
running 103 yards for a touch-
down and participating in the 
defeat of Greeley last season. 
Don's ambition is to be a good 
coach and teach Economics. 
Big Don's hobbies are dancing 
to such bands as Jan Savitt and 
Glenn Miller, singing, table tennis 
"Pom-Poms" took the next kick· 
off, Ford quick-kicked going out 
on "The Team's" two-yard line. 
"The Team," on their fi:rtjt play 
made nothing, then on the second 
play a pass intended for Zarlengo 
was intercepted by Bill Kemme, 
who ran it back to "The Team's" 
four-yard line, before being run 
out of bounds by Marranzino. On 
the next play, Pat Coursey, left-
handed passer of the "Pom-Poms," 
hurled a perfect strike to "Put" 
Ford, who took it on the run for 
the score. 
The - score remained tied, al-
though' the "Pom-Poms" made on~ 
more attempt which almod prov-
ed successful. The ball was in 
midfield; it was fourth down; 
Ford dropped back to pass; he 
found his ~rk down field to John 
Kilpatrick, who caught the pass 
and fell over the goal. However, 
the play fell short of a touchdown 
because Kilpatrick fell out uf 
bounds on "The Team's" one-yard 
line. A few minutes later the 
game ended with the ball in pos-
session of "The Team" in mid-
field. 
Line Ups: 
POM-POMS 
T. Simms 
E. Boyle 
P. Coursey 
J. Kilpatrick, C. 
T. Kemme 
F. Ford 
THE TEAM 
L. Lascor 
H. Becker 
F. Kuester 
J. Marranzino 
E. Mullen 
C. Zarlengo, C. 
QUINN FLORAL 
FLOWERS 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
6375 W. 29th Ave. 
Grand 1611-12 
(at which sport Ii'e reached the 
finals of the college tournament rr~~~~J"""o"""N~E~s""",~~~~ 
last year). Don mentioned as his 
favorite meal- shrimp cocktail, BARBER SHOP 
fruit salad, rare charcoal-broiled GET THAT CHRISTMAS 
steak, mashed potatoes, fresh HAIRCUT AT 
peas, apple pie a la mode and 4032 w. 50tb, Ave. 
coffee. 
SWIGERT BROS., 
Optometrists 
Devoted Exclusively to the Examining of Eyes a.nd Fitting of 
Glasses. 
1550 CALIFORNIA ST •. KE. 7651 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Intramural-
(Continued from Page 7) 
himself as a true athlete and a 
good sport. Joe also gained some 
fame · by passing to his team 
mates Ford and Kilpatrick. 
Ends 
Leon Lascor and Henry Becker 
played fine ball all year. In Leon 
Lascor "The Team" had one of 
the fastest men on the field. Leon 
seldom missed a pass, and his 
speed enabled him to cover his 
position very well. The second 
team choice, Simms, played a close 
second but did not quite come up 
to Lascor's calibre. Henry Becker 
and E. Boyle were very close, they 
were separated merely by an eye-
lash. Becker's improvement as 
the season progressed won him 
the nod over Boyle. Both men 
were good sports and good ath-
letes. 
Center 
Frank Mc.Cabe's rough and 
tough play stood out on the line. 
In several games McCabe could 
be found in the opponent's back-
field. His blocking was also un-
usual; not many men broke 
through McCabe when they were 
the object of his attention. Mc-
Cabe fit in perfectly with the 
play of his team. He was always 
willing to cooperate with his fel-
low-members. The second team 
choice, even though playing with 
a superior team, could not quite 
come up to the standards set by 
McCabe. 
Oxford Regent Visits 
Over Week-end 
The Rev. Martin D' Arcy, S.J., 
master of Campion hall at Oxford 
University, visited Regis last 
week. Father D' Arcy is a mem-
ber of the board of governors of 
Oxford. 
December 10, 1941 
Dean Plans Tests 
For City Highs 
The Rev. John J. Flanagan, dean 
of Regis college, and Mr. Paul 
Ketrick, president of Loretto 
Heights college, will adminster 
pre-colilege guidance tests in the 
Catholic high schools of ·the city 
following the Christmas vacation. 
This program consists of the giv-
ing of aptitude and psychological 
tests as well as lectures by mem-
bers of the college faculties to aid 
prospective students in choosing 
their college course of study. 
The Rev. John J. Flanagan, S.J., 
dean of Regis college, spoke at 
the initiation banquet of the New-
man club at the University o! 
Colorado on November 30. 
DICK'S RESTAURANT 
4907 LOWELL 
-Since 1925 Regis men feel at home-
Mixed drinks, fine wine, beer, lunches, sandwiches, 
home made chili 
Tune in the Christmas Spirit 
It's Chesterfield Pleasure Time 
Enjoy the music that everybody likes 
N. B. C. Stations 
Mer~ChnS/m;s 
ePCJYbot{y ... this is 
your old friend~~ 
This time I'm coming to you 
With a timely shopping tip ••• 
Drop in at your tobacco store 
Take a look at the handsome way 
Your Christmas Chesterfields are packed. 
You never saw the like 
Of these swell gifts .•• 
Big ten package cartons ·· . .. : ,. 
Cartons holding four tins of 50 .: .. 
And .brand n~w this~ Milder ·· ·' 
Spectal greetmg cartons • ~ T,. 
Holding just three packs. Better· Tasttn~ I} 
~f~t:~g??~=:~:t~: ch;;~rfleld 
Oep1riptlNl, L1""" & Mnat Toucco C:.. 
